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The August RVAS meeting started with a warm 

welcome to the 25 members in attendance from 

President Dwight Holland. Dwight began with an 

update on our upcoming picnic in October. The club 

is considering using the Seven Doors Winery with 

its combination of indoor and outdoor facilities to 

host the event. We have permission from the own-

er to camp and stay overnight for some observing 

as well. 

Officer reports were next on the agenda with 

Dwight sharing our Vice President John 

Wenskovitch’s regrets that he could not make it to 

tonight’s meeting due to car trouble. Treasurer 

Larry Hill reported that the club is doing well fi-

nancially and that he would present more detailed 

information at a future Executive Committee meet-

ing. Secretary Michael Martin stated that his 

beautiful new daughter is adorable and in perfectly 

good health. 

Our attention then turned to Member at Large 

Ray Bradley who gave a report regarding our 

monthly outreach activities. The Richmond Astro-

nomical Society will host this year’s Virginia Asso-

ciation of Astronomical Societies Conference on 

Saturday, 29 September at the Randolph Macon 

College. Registration information can be found at 

http://richastro.org/index.php/vaas-2018. On October 

12, our very own John Goss is coordinating a “Wine, 

Moon and Stars” event hosted by the Virginia 

Mountain Winery in Fincastle, VA. The Lexington 

Science festival will be going on October 14th and 

RVAS plans to participate at the Halloween   

(Meeting Continued on page 2) 

RVAS August Meeting Report 

 

ALCON and Members’ Awards 
 
By Michael Martin, RVAS Secretary & Dan Chrisman 

Rick Rader receives an Astronomical League Outreach 
Award from Immediate Past President Dan Chrisman.  

Photo by Frank Baratta 



 

 

The Roanoke Valley Astronomical Society is a membership organization of amateur astronomers dedicated to the pursuit of observational 

and photographic astronomical activities. Meetings are held at 7:30 p.m. on the third Monday of each month. See calendar on last page 

of newsletter for location. Meetings are open to the public. Observing sessions are held one or two weekends a month at a dark-sky site. 

Yearly dues are: Individual, $20.00; Senior Individual, $18.00; Family, $25.00; Senior Family, $22.00; Student, $10.00. Articles, quotes, 

etc. published in the newsletter do not necessarily reflect the views of the RVAS or its editor.  
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Spooktacular to be held at the Science Center of 

Western Virginia on October 20th. Please contact 

Ray for more information about these events and 

other outreach opportunities.  

Concluding the meeting’s outreach announcements, 

Dan Chrisman presented to Rick Rader the Astro-

nomical League Outreach Award which he earned 

for amassing over twenty-five hours of outreach. 

The venues included Elmwood Park, Cahas Mountain 

Overlook, Grandin Village, Williamson Road Library, 

Mill Mountain, Wasena Park, Greenfield Center and 

Virginia Mountain Vineyards.   

 

Dwight returned to center stage for a special 

presentation. He presented the "President's 

Award" to Webmaster and Newsletter Editor 

Dave Thomas. For over a decade, Dave has done 

outstanding work for RVAS. On multiple occasions 

he has been recognized nationally for his efforts 

by being a finalist for the Astronomical League's 

Sterns Award. Dave is a valued member of our club 

and we appreciate his commitment and friendship 

over the years. 

 

John Goss and Dan Chrisman discussed a collection 

of photographs taken during their travels to AL-

CON 2018. Held at the Hilton Hotel within sight of 

the Mall of America, John walked us through some 

of the speakers at the event, including Phil Plait of 

the "Bad Astronomy" blog. John's favorite display 

was a room of vintage telescopes. It was an ama-

teur astronomy time capsule looking back at some 

of the companies and designs that have been promi-

nent over the past several decades. Perhaps the 

highlight of the event was the "StarBQ" held at 

the Eagle Lake Observatory. With roofs retracted 

on two observatories, the Minnesota Astronomical 

Society shared an impressive amount of astronomi-

cal equipment for solar and night sky viewing.  

 

Dan began his part of the presentation by congrat-

ulating RVAS Past Secretary Bill Dillon on his re-

cent election as the Treasurer of the Astronomical 

(Meeting Continued from page 1) 

(Meeting Continued on page 3) 

RVAS President Dwight Holland reads the inscription on 
a “President’s Award” being presented to Dave Thomas 
for his years of dedicated service as Editor and Web-
master.  

Photo by Carolyn Baratta 
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2018 RVAS Picnic and Star Party!!! 

Saturday, October 6, 2018, 3:00 p.m. to ??? 

Seven Doors Winery, Huddleston, Virginia 
  
It's time to sign up for an afternoon and evening of food, friends and fun!  Our annual Picnic and Star 
Party for RVAS members and their families is just weeks away, and it’s at a new venue, Seven Doors 
Winery, near Huddleston, Virginia.  We’re looking forward to a great turnout.  The RVAS is providing 
the burgers, hot dogs and buns, condiments, soft drinks and bottled water, tableware and charcoal 
for grilling.  Each member/family attending is asked to bring a side dish, salad or desert (and any 
serving utensils needed).  And we’ll have prize drawings! 
  

Sign up at the September 17th monthly meeting.  You can also email picnic@rvasclub.org or call the 
RVAS Message Line, 540-774-5651, to leave your name and how many adults, teens and children, in-
cluding yourself, will be attending.  More info to come via email. 

  
Special Note:  If you have a book, piece of equipment or other item in good condition you’d consider 
donating for a door prize, email the address or phone number above.  Thanks! 

  

League. Dan’s favorite ALCON presentation was by 

ophthalmology professor Dr. Jay McLaren about 

how the eyes work for night time observing. He also 

encouraged members to visit the Minnesota Sci-

ence Museum if given the opportunity. 

Frank Baratta was up next with his "What's Up" in 

the nighttime sky for the month of September. 

Frank mentioned numerous solar system events in-

cluding, Mars reaching perihelion and Venus blaring 

bright at -4.6. On the 27th Asteroid 4 Vesta will be 

2.8 degrees South of Saturn. Frank charted its 

progress from the 23rd to the 30th and suggested 

we attempt to track it night by night to reveal its 

motion against the background star field. For a 

fuller summary, see the What’s Up Highlights else-

where in this issue. 

Dwight thanked Frank for his “What’s Up” program 

and returned to his thoughts regarding club mem-

bership, which he had addressed in his “From the 

Front Seat” column in the August newsletter. 

Dwight raised the choice to be made for our Octo-

ber 6th annual picnic and star party, connecting this 

choice to his membership concerns.  After the 

floor was opened for discussion, differences arose 

regarding whether the matter should be ap-

proached as a vote from those present. Thereaf-

ter, Dwight resigned as President. 

As the ranking officer present, Secretary Michael 

Martin thanked the meeting’s presenters, called 

the meeting to a close and called for an immediate 

Executive Committee meeting.  

(Meeting Continued from page 2) 

Astronomical League President and RVAS member John 
Goss describes the creative program-on-a-lanyard pro-
vided to those who attended ALCON 2018.  

Photo by Carolyn Baratta 
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Get Connected! 
Want to be more in touch with other RVAS members?  Join the RVAS Yahoo Group!  Share last-minute 

observing plans, articles, ideas, astrophotos—you name it.  You’ll need to have or create a Yahoo email ad-

dress.  Click the link below.  Once logged in, provide the information requested, including your real name 

since the group is only for members and those invited.  You’ll receive an acknowledgement from the mod-

erator.   

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RVAS_Club/info 

For assistance, call the RVAS Message Line (540-774-5651).  We’ll have you connected in no time! 
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GTCC’s Cline Observatory and the GTCC Foundation  

present the 2018 Jo Cline Memorial Lecture 
Friday, 21 September, 7:30 p.m., Koury Auditorium, GTCC 

 

Einstein, Gravitational Waves, Black Holes and Other Matters 

 

Dr. Gabriela González (LSU/LIGO) 
 

More than a hundred years ago, Einstein predicted that there were ripples in the fabric of space-

time traveling at the speed of light: gravitational waves. On September 14 2015, the LIGO detectors 

in Hanford, Washington and Livingston, Louisiana in the US registered for the first time ever a loud 

gravitational wave signal traveling through Earth, created more than a billion years ago by the mer-

ger of two black holes. Several other gravitational waves from black holes were detected, including 

one by LIGO and the Virgo detector in Europe produced by two neutron stars giving birth to a black 

hole, generating also electromagnetic waves (light!) detected by many telescopes, and helping us 

understand the origin of gold. We will describe the history and details of the observations, and the 

gravity-bright future of the field.  

  

This event is free and open to anyone with an interest in astronomy.  Cline Observatory will be open 

after the lecture, weather permitting. 

  

The lecture venue is at GTCC’s Jamestown Campus – 601 E. Main St., Jamestown, NC 27282. The au-

ditorium is in Building #19 on this campus map: https://www.gtcc.edu/_files/campus-maps/
JamestownCampus.pdf 

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RVAS_Club/info
https://www.gtcc.edu/_files/campus-maps/JamestownCampus.pdf
https://www.gtcc.edu/_files/campus-maps/JamestownCampus.pdf
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Sat., Sept. 15, 2018 
8:30 PM 

What’s Up Highlights 
September 1 - 30, 2018 

 

(A summary of the What’s Up program presented at the August 20th monthly meeting.) 
 

 

This Month: 
It’s that time of year again, when the earlier 

sunsets and end of twilight begin to impress 

themselves on our awareness. September is 

the month of the autumnal equinox—equal 

parts day and night, harbinger of the 

time change ahead to adjust to the 

changing seasons. Time and movement 

bookend the month, beginning with the 

convergence of clocks and the Sun—the 

third of four times each year when this 

happens. Meanwhile, in late September a 

fortunate location near Saturn and some 

well-known Messier objects allow 

observers so inclined to trace—by views 

over successive nights—the passage of 

an asteroid. In between, we can witness 

Saturn reverse course against the background 

stars, observe Mars as it comes closest to the 

Sun, and catch Venus at its greatest brilliancy for 

this apparition! 
  
 

September Celestial Events: 
• Sat., 1st – The Equation of Time is 0; solar and civil time in sync. 

• Thurs., 6th – Saturn stationary in right ascension; resumes direct (eastward) motion.  

• Fri., 7th – Moon at perigee; 56.65 Earth-radii from Earth.  

• Sun., 16th – Mars at perihelion, mag. –1.7; 1.38 AU from Sun. 

• Wed., 19th – Moon at apogee; 63.48 Earth-radii from Earth.  (11% farther than on the 7th.) 

• Sat., 22nd, 9:54 PM – Autumnal equinox; beginning of fall. 

• Mon., 24th – Venus at mag. – 4.6, brightest for this apparition (mag. – 4.9 is  max. brightness). 

Start looking about 7:15 PM, about 10° high in WSW. 

• Thurs., 27th – Asteroid 4 Vesta 2.8° S of Saturn, mags. 7.4 and 0.6 
 

 

Sunset and Twilight: Moon Phases: 
Sunset Range: 7:49 p.m. (Sept. 1st) to 7:04 p.m. (Sept. 30th) Sun., 2nd – Last Quarter 

Sun., 9th – New Moon 

Sun., 16th – First Quarter 

Mon., 24th – Full Moon 

Twilight Ends: 9:19 p.m. (Sept.1st) to 8:31 p.m. (Sept.30th) 

Weekend Observing Opportunities: 
 

Aug. 31st/Sept. 1st  

Sept. 7th/8th 
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Jeanette “Jet” Lawler is an Interpretive Ranger 

for the Smith Mountain Lake State Park.  In the 

Fall of 2017, she approached Ray Bradley at an 

astronomy outreach event for the Franklin County 

Library System and asked if RVAS would hold an 

observing session for the park at their Discovery 

Center in the following summer.  Having just can-

celled or postponed several observing sessions due 

to weather, Ray agreed with one condition.  He 

asked that the event consist of two parts: an in-

door presentation on astronomy with an observing 

session afterwards.  That way, even if the weather 

was poor for observing, the indoor presentation 

would still be given as planned thus avoiding the 

complications of rescheduling.  Jet agreed, and the 

deal was done! 

In May 2017, this two-part format was used suc-

cessfully for the outreach event at the Explore 

Park (June 2017 Newsletter).  For that event, Dan 

Chrisman drafted a presentation called “An Intro-

duction to Amateur Astronomy.”  Ray and Dan up-

dated that presentation and used it successfully at 

four libraries before the Smith Mountain Lake 

event.  With the presentation well-rehearsed and 

ready for the campers at Smith Mountain Lake 

State Park, Jet called to ask if we would mind hold-

ing two events instead of one; one in July and one in 

August.  Who could say no? 

Ray conducted the first program solo on 11 July.  

The skies were cloudy and only two people from 

Tennessee arrived for the beginning of the indoor 

presentation.  But, as Ray gave the presentation on 

amateur astronomy, more people trickled in.  By the 

time of the observing session ten people had ar-

rived, and the clouds were thin enough to see Jupi-

ter shining through.  Undeterred, Ray set up his 8” 

Celestron Ultima telescope and pointed it towards 

the gas giant for the visitors to see.  The skies 

steadily cleared just in time to find new objects as 

the guests finished taking turns at the eyepiece.  

The one-hour observing session turned into two 

hours until the last family succumbed to the needs 

of a slumbering child. 

The second program given on 16 August started 

with a similarly low turnout at the beginning.  Ray 

again gave the slide presentation on amateur as-

tronomy while Dan Chrisman and Sierra Bradley 

prepared for the observing session.  Under com-

pletely clear skies, over twenty patrons, many from 

Maryland, eventually arrived to see the celestial 

wonders of the summer sky. 

A bright crescent moon hung high in the southwest-

ern sky and became the first target for the three 

telescopes used for the program.  Dan set up his 11” 

Dobsonian with 2” aperture eyepiece to give the 

best views of the night. 

(SML Continued on page 7) 

Discovering Astronomy  

at Smith Mountain Lake 
 

By Ray Bradley and Dan Chrisman 

Smith Mountain Lake State Park’s Interpretive Ranger 
Jeannette "Jet" Lawler begins the August indoor 
presentation in the Discovery Center.   

Photo by Dan Chrisman 
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Celestron asked John Goss, Astronomy League 

president, to evaluate a prototype Zhumell 4.5” 

tabletop Dobsonian telescope which is nearly iden-

tical to the Orion Starblast model used in our li-

brary telescope program.  Sierra used this evalua 

tion model to give the younger observers hands-on 

training as they observed the moon.  

Meanwhile, Ray impressed the novice crowd by 

aligning the “GoTo” feature of his 8” Celestron Ul-

tima and let the computer do the stellar navigating.  

Jet also assisted the observing session by staffing 

the binocular station equipped with three pairs of 

binoculars and Dan’s very comfortable, reclining 

patio chair. 

For almost two hours, the campers at the Smith 

Mountain Lake State Park bounced between our 

four stations viewing the moon, Venus, Saturn, 

Mars and Jupiter along with a couple of deep sky 

objects in the Sagittarius Constellation. 

The inaugural programs at the Smith Mountain Lake 

State Park proved to be a very successful venue 

for the RVAS outreach program.  The clearing at 

the lake’s edge by the Discovery Center is ideally 

located to engage campers traveling on vacation 

looking for new experiences.   

The park expressed their deep appreciation of our 

astronomical program by inviting us back next year 

for monthly programs throughout the summer! 

 

 

(SML Continued from page 6) 

Ray Bradley packs his eyepieces after the campers 
returned to their campsites.  

Photo by Dan Chrisman 

Dan Chrisman and a southeastern view await darkness 

and campers.  

Photo by Ray Bradley 

Sierra Bradley prepares for the outreach in the com-
fort of a zero-gravity chair.   

Photo by Ray Bradley 
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Jordan Thayer, Lead Educator for the Science 

Museum of Western Virginia, invited RVAS to 

teach astronomy to children attending the muse-

um’s annual Space Camp held from 23 July through 

27 July.  Four seasoned volunteers (Rand Bowden, 

Dan Chrisman, Sierra Bradley, and Ray Bradley) 

stepped up to conduct an hour-long outreach event 

on the second day of camp.  In all, sixteen campers 

from kindergarten through 5th grade attended our 

event.  They were broken up into four groups of 

four each and the groups were rotated every fif-

teen minutes through activity stations manned by 

the four RVAS volunteers.   

 

At Station 1, Sierra ran the campers through the 

club’s Lunar Phase Engagement Game (L-PEG) that 

teaches the different phases of our moon and why 

they occur.  In addition, Sierra used an Earth/

Moon model provided by the Night Sky Network to 

explain the distance between each.  

 

At Station 2, Dan repeated his Frank Baratta-

inspired Solar System Construction activity with 

diameter-scaled balls, beads, and pearls. Dan con-

tinues: “To enhance the activity, I prototyped the 

inclusion of lentils and quinoa for modeling the as-

teroids of the Main Asteroid Belt, Kuiper Belt, 

Hills Cloud and Oort Cloud. Seated at a table with 

my first quartet of campers, I was barely 30 sec-

onds into my introduction before knocking the 

pitcher of “asteroids” off the table. My great   

(Camp Continued on page 9) 

“Space Camp 2018” 
 

by Rand Bowden, Ray Bradley, and Dan Chrisman 

Ray and Rand discussing Astronomy with the Space 
Campers  

Photo by Audrey Charlwood 

 Sierra teaching the campers about our moon's phases  

Photo by Audrey Charlwood 



 

 

appreciation to Audrey Charlwood for seamlessly 

stepping forward with a broom and dustpan to refill 

my pitcher while solar system construction contin-

ued. Upon finally filling the gap between Mars and 

Jupiter, the quartet was quite amused to find 

among the asteroid belt a piece of pretzel and a 

chocolate chip!” 

At Station 3, Rand gave the campers hands-on ex-

perience using binoculars and a library telescope 

while explaining their construction, function, and 

operation.  

 

 Rand says he was trying to get across the idea of 

focusing the binoculars to get a sharp picture ver-

sus a blurry one. One of the children said, “Like 

when I take my glasses off, things get blurry.” I 

said, “Yes, and when someone who does not wear 

glasses, puts them on, things get blurry or out of 

focus for them.” They now indicated that they  

 

 

 

 

knew what they were looking for, as they turned 

the focusing knob on the binoculars! 

 

(Camp Continued from page 8) 

(Camp Continued on page 10) 

Rand showing campers how to use binoculars.  

Photo by Audrey Charlwood 

Campers build a scale model of the solar system with Dan 
 

Photo by Audrey Charlwood  

Camper builds a 3-D model of the constellation Orion.   

Photo by Audrey Charlwood 
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Use Our Message Line! 
  

Want to check whether anyone is getting out on a scheduled observing session night or share that you’re 

planning to do so?  Have questions about the club or need its assistance?  Call the RVAS Message Line,  

540-774-5651, and leave a message or listen for any information available. 
  

Finally, at Station 4, campers built a 3-D model of 

the constellation Orion while Ray explained why 

constellations appear the way they do from Earth. 

Audrey Charlwood, Museum Educator who led the 

event, rallied the campers afterwards to ask what 

they learned and which activity was their favorite.  

Hands shot up into the air while the enthusiastic 

campers took turns reciting the facts and details 

our activities taught them.  No consensus was 

reached on a favorite activity, though.  All seemed 

equally enjoyed.  So much so that the museum staff 

and campers sent RVAS a wonderful thank you note 

to show their appreciation for our contribution to 

their space camp experience.  

(Camp Continued from page 9) 

Welcome Mat 
 

The Society bids a (belated) warm and cordial welcome to John Pellican, of Fincastle, who joined in June with 

a Family membership that includes his sons, Michael and Tim. Born in Ecuador, John was raised in Southern 

California and Las Vegas. He’s been in the Roanoke area for about eight years, having come east to be closer 

to family. His work background includes professional photography and commercial real estate. For the last 

five years he’s been an Inside Account Manager with Valcom, of Roanoke, while continuing his photography 

part-time. His son Tim is a graduate—a multi-instrument musician, working at Food Lion and contemplating 

attending community college. Son Michael, who’s in middle school, has developed as interest in astronomy (as 

well as world history and karate), leading John to search for a club to enrich that interest, which brought 

them to the RVAS. While Michael received a telescope for his last birthday, he recently borrowed a Library 

Telescope from the local branch and viewed the planets currently gracing our skies. John is also no stranger 

to the draw of astronomy, however, having enjoyed starlit nights in the desert. 

 

John, Michael and Tim, thanks for joining the RVAS! We’re glad to have you as members, and we’ve enjoyed 

meeting you at our recent meetings. We’re looking forward to your continuing company at our activities, espe-

cially observing opportunities where, Michael, you can get that good view of the Milky Way you’ve been hoping 

for! 
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At the invitation of Salem Red Sox’s Senior Ac-

count Executive Alex Michel, RVAS members Rand 

Bowden, Michael Martin, John Sheffey and John 

Spruhan hosted a 6 pm-8 pm outreach event at the 

Friday July 27 Salem Red Sox game at the Salem 

Memorial Ballpark. For their volunteerism on the 

"Mission: Mars Night”, our members earned free 

tickets for the game. With Frank Baratta provid-

ing some initial coordination and Ray Bradley pro-

moting our activity on the Night Sky Network and 

the Astronomers Without Borders websites, the 

outreach was a homerun. 

Here are some of the recollections of the mem-

bers: 

Rand Bowden shared: 

“The Red Sox personnel were very well prepared 

for us and assisted us in getting set up. The main 

displays were the planet scales, the club’s solar 

scope and two library telescopes. We also displayed 

the astronomy club banner across the front of the 

table and provided a variety of handouts which dis-

appeared quickly. 

The sun cooperated by shining brightly for most of 

the afternoon. However, that was a mixed blessing, 

as my sweat-soaked brow would testify! While visi-

tors were waiting to use the solar scope, we handed 

out solar glasses for them to use and that in-

creased the number of participants considerably. 

Solar glasses also elicited stories that people want-

ed to share with us about the solar eclipse from 

last year. 

At 8:00 pm, we packed up everything and went in to 

watch the game. The Sox provided us third row 

seats right behind home plate, where we enjoyed 

the rest of the game.” 

John Sheffey added: 

“It was such a timely event, watching the moon and 

then Mars rise over left center field only to be fol-

lowed at the end of the game by Michael’s video 

clips on the Jumbotron.  The crowd really loved it!  

We hope we get another opportunity for an event 

like this with the Salem Red Sox.” 

John Spruhan offered: 

“We should definitely ask to do this again. A Friday 

night is probably the best day of the week, as more 

people come out for the games then because of the 

fireworks following the game. Our table was at the 

(SOX Continued on page 12) 

Outside Haley Toyota Field, new member John Sheffey 
introduces a young Salem Red Sox fan to the Coronado 
telescope's view of the setting sun.   

Photo by Michael Martin 

“Mission: Mars Night”  

with the Salem Red Sox 
 

 
By Rand Bowden, John Sheffey, John Spruhan and Dan Chrisman 



 

 

Are You Receiving Your Newsletters 

and Other Club Emails? 
  
To save having to download newsletters from our website, these and other items of interest are emailed 

to members.  If you have not been receiving these items by email, please let us know by calling the RVAS 

Message Line at 540-774-5651.  Please also check whether your spam blocker is intercepting our emails. 

perfect location as everyone had to go by as they 

came in.” 

After the event, Alex Michel provided the follow-

ing message: 

“Thank you, guys, all so much for helping make our 
Mission: Mars Night a success! I heard many dif-
ferent fans talk about how much they enjoyed the 
telescopes and the scales and meeting you guys. It  

 

was such a success that I will try to push for an-
other astronomy themed promotional night next 
year, so if you guys have any ideas please let me 
know. 

If you guys ever need anything at all in the future, 
please let me know. 

Thanks again!” 

(SOX Continued from page 11) 

John Spruhan guides two Salem Red Sox fans to con-
template their weight on Pluto and Comet 67P.  

Photo by Rand Bowden 

As fans arrive at the Salem Memorial Ballpark, Michael 
Martin centers the view of the sun.   

Photo by Rand Bowden 
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      RVAS from the Past 

 

By Bill Dillon 

RVAS 25 Years Ago 

A last reminder of the joint observing session 

with the Virginia Tech Astronomy Club 

scheduled for September 18th highlighted the 

newsletter for September 1993. The 

stargazing was to be held at the Martin 

Observatory, part of Virginia Tech’s Miles 

Horton Research Center near Mountain Lake 

Resort. Free food provided by RVAS was 

another attraction. Members were reminded 

to sign up by September 14th to take 

advantage of what promises to be an evening 

of food, fun and great observing. 

Good news was received by members 

attending the August 16 Society meeting 

when member Steve Elmore reported that he 

had received a letter from Senator John 

Warner advising that a bill, which he co-

sponsored, had been introduced in the Senate 

to prohibit the use of outer space for 

advertising. Members were urged once again 

to write their legislators in support of the 

bill. 

Welcomed into the Society in September 

1993 were new members Dr. Galdino 

Pranzarone, Stuart Riley, Aaron Martin and 

Lewis LaRuc. 

RVAS 10 Years Ago 

The September 2008 newsletter headline 

recognized recent changes in the Society’s 

leadership. As reported by former Secretary 

and newly elected President, Mark Hodges, 

and newly elected Secretary Mary Crouch, 

the resignation of the Club’s President, 

Immediate Past President and Past President 

had resulted in some trying times for the 

Club, changes in Club operations and some soul 

searching by many Club members. It was 

agreed at the August meeting that the Yahoo 

group had excellent potential and it would 

continue. There was also agreement that 

“Members Only” observing sessions would be 

renamed to “Club Observing” sessions to 

encourage anyone interested in coming up to 

Cahas to observe with the Club. 

During the August meeting, Paul Caffrey gave 

a well-received presentation on “The 

Leviathan of Parsontown”, the 72” bronze 

mirrored telescope in Ireland, which Paul and 

his wife had the opportunity to visit. 

Member Dave Thomas reported on an 

opportunity to demonstrate radio telescope 

operation to young guests at Apple Ridge 

Farm. Using the Radio Jove dual dipole and 

RJ1 receiver set up by Dave and members 

Paul Caffrey and Roger Pommerenke, a 

student group from Richmond visiting Apple 

Ridge were able to “see” a predicted Io-B 

radio storm from Jupiter. While the students 

were waiting for the expected “radio storm”, 

Paul and Roger using the observatory 

telescopes gave them a tour of the evening 

sky, including Jupiter as well as several 

constellations and stars, objects not so easily 

viewed from their hometown.   
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The Zhumell Z114 4.5 inch (114mm), 450 mm FL, f4 

Dobsonian Reflector telescope is virtually identical 

to the Orion Starblast reflector telescope used 

regularly by the RVAS for outreach events and 

promoted by the Astronomical League as the rec-

ommended telescope for loan through local library 

telescope programs. The reviewers (John Goss, 

Dan Chrisman, and Ray Bradley) have over four-

teen years of combined experience with the Orion 

Starblast telescopes which was placed into service 

at twelve libraries within the Roanoke, Virginia area 

as early as 2012. 

The Zhumell Z114 appears nearly identical to the 

Orion Starblast, indicating shared specifications if 

not manufacturer between the two telescopes.  

However, the Zhumell Z114 is significantly less ex-

pensive at $149.99.  The Zhumell Z114 differs 

from the Orion Starblast in three obvious ways: 

1.   The tube color is black.  

2. The front cap has a built-in moon port in 

the center.  

3. There is no eyepiece tray. 

Operationally, the Zhumell Z114 is simple to use.  

Children as young as 10 years old with minimal in-

structions were able to find and view our moon, Ju-

piter, Saturn, and Mars at a recent outreach event.   

The main difficulty seemed to be in understanding 

the correct angle to look through the red-dot find-

er scope in order to see the laser point in the    

center of the reticle and guide the telescope to 

the target object.  This was particularly difficult 

when viewing objects near the zenith.  

Functionally, the finder scope falls short of expec-

tations in two ways.  First, the finder scope’s bat-

teries are often drained because the previous op-

erator forgot to turn off or didn’t fully turn the 

knob to the off position when last storing the tele-

scope.  Second, the finder scopes are of poor quali-

ty evidenced by two failures; an inoperable laser 

and a broken on/off switch. 

(Review Continued on page 15) 

Zhumell Z114 Telescope  

Photo by Ray Bradley 

Product Review: Zhumell  

Z114 f/4 Dobsonian 

 
By John Goss and Ray Bradley 
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On the evenings of August 5 and August 14, John 

Goss evaluated the observing characteristics of 

the Zhumell model Z114 using the supplied eyepiec-

es: 17 mm Kellner (26x), and 10 mm Kellner (45x). 

The 17 mm gave a true field of just over 1.5º.  The 

following are the results of this evaluation in John’s 

own words. 

TEST Observing – August 5 

Transparency: 3/5 – not good, but acceptable 

Seeing: 4/5 – surprisingly steady given the less the 

optimal transparency 

Jupiter 

With both eyepieces, there was some distortion 

near the field edge but not enough to be distract-

ing. This might have been due to the pinch mirror 

effect where the supporting mirror clips press too 

firmly against the mirror, slightly distorting its 

shape near the rim. (I suspect the Orion telescope 

shows a similar distortion.) The four Galilean moons 

were near pin points when in the center two-thirds 

of the field. Atmospheric bands on the planet could 

be seen on the planet. 

Using my 24mm Panoptic, the view was good. Using 

my 9 mm Nagler, again, the view was also good. 

Saturn 

Both Kellners gave good views: the ring was easily 

distinct from the planet. A hint of atmospheric de-

tail on the planet could be glimpsed. Titan was seen 

as a pinpoint. 

Mars (one week after opposition) 

The 10 mm Kellner gave the impression of surface 

markings. No polar cap was seen. 

M22, large globular star cluster 

The neighboring stars were pinpoints. The 10 mm 

Kellner started or almost started to resolve a few 

individual stars, as was expected. 

M8, bright nebula and star cluster 

Stars were near pinpoints; the expected amount of 

nebulosity was seen. 

 

TEST Observing – August 14 

Transparency: 4/5 – good 

Seeing: 4/5 – steady 

3.6 day old crescent Moon 

The moon presented a crisp image showing much 

detail.  

Venus 

Being so brilliant, the “Moon port” on the end cap 

of the optical tube was removed to help reduce the 

planet’s glare. Venus was dimmer, but it gave no-

ticeable spikes due to the secondary mirror and its 

four supports directly in the optical path. If the 

port were off-centered in the optical path, as is 

done for the Library Telescope, the image of Venus 

would have been sharper with no diffraction spikes. 

Conclusions: 

The Moon port in the dust cap is a welcomed addi-

tion in that it replaces the need for a moon filter.  

However, the Moon port is centered over the sec-

ondary mirror causing unnecessary distortion to the 

image.  The telescope would give better views of 

the Moon and Venus if the moon port were off-

centered on the end cap.                                      

The dust cover behind the primary mirror is loose 

and leaves a large gap for material to enter the 

back of the telescope. 

(Review Continued from page 14) 

(Review Continued on page 16) 

Crescent Moon  

Photo by John Goss 
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After evaluating the Zhumbell Z114, John sent the 

following four recommendations to the manufactur-

er: 

1. Offset the moon port to the side of the 

dust cap to avoid the obstruction of light by the 

secondary mirror as currently designed.  

2. Replace the finder scope with a simpler, non

-electronic version. 

3. Secure the dust cover at the base of the 

outer tube assembly. 

4. Hundreds of the Orion Starblast tele-

scopes are in service around the nation as library 

loaner telescopes.  Most of these telescopes were 

modified by local astronomy clubs according to in-

structions developed by the New Hampshire Astro-

nomical Society.  One important modification is the 

replacement of the two eyepieces with a zoom-

style lens.  Incorporating some/all of these modifi-

cations into the design of the Zhumell Z114 or, at 

least, offering them as options would improve the 

product and facilitate its use within the library tel-

escope program. 

Overall, the Zhumbell matches the 4.5 Orion Star-

Blast and would be a good telescope for young be-

ginners and for the Library Telescope Program, es-

pecially given the cost savings over the Orion Star-

blast.   

(Review Continued from page 15) 
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Astro-Quiz 
 

Brazil’s flag displays five-pointed stars representing 27 actual stars from 9 constellations, all of which are 

correctly laid out in their relative orientation to each other. However, there’s something curious about their 

orientation. What is it? 

  

Answer: Hipparcos, the European Space Agency’s High Precision Parallax Collecting Satellite, operated from 

1989 to 1993 and refined our knowledge of the positions of over a hundred thousand stars and other ob-

jects. Among these was the subject of last month’s quiz, a star once thought to be as far as 1,200 light-

years (ly) from Earth, but was shown by Hipparcos to only be 310 ly away. We noted that this star 

also happens to appear on the flag of a South American country. A tip of the Astro-Quiz hat to Clark 

Thomas for correctly naming Canopus as the star in question. Both Clark and Harry Montoro found Brazil’s to 

be the flag hinted at, which is the focus of our current question above. Have an answer to this month’s quiz 

(or a future question and answer to suggest)? E-mail it to astroquiz@rvasclub.org! 

Monthly Calendar 
MONTHLY MEETING: Monday, September 17th, 7:30 p.m., Classroom A, 3rd floor, Center on 

Church, Downtown Roanoke. For the September meeting, our own Michael Good, RVAS Past President, will 

be our featured speaker. An experienced and avid astrophotographer, Michael will be sharing a wealth of 

information on the topic of what he has learned about planetary imaging. He’ll also demonstrate some of the 

free software that can be used. Along with Michael’s program, we’ll have our monthly What’s Up, updates 

from members on observing and outreach activities, and Society business items. We hope to see you on the 

17th!  

RVAS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING: Monday, September 17th, 6:00 p.m., Classroom A, 3rd 

floor, Center on Church, Downtown Roanoke. Executive Committee meetings are open to any RVAS mem-

ber who wishes to attend. 

 

RVAS WEEKEND OBSERVING OPPORTUNITIES: RVAS members observe from various sites.  Cahas Knob 

Overlook, at milepost 139 on the Blue Ridge Parkway, is our traditional location and most often frequented.  

For updates on members’ observing plans, log onto the RVAS Yahoo Group (RVAS members only) and/or call 

the RVAS Message Line, 540-774-5651, about an hour before sunset on the indicated dates. 

-- Friday and Saturday, August 31st and September 1st. Sunset is at 7:50 p.m.  Astronomical twilight 

ends at 9:20 p.m. The Moon rises at 10:57 and 11:34 p.m., respectively. 

-- Friday and Saturday, September 7th and 8th.  Sunset is at 7:39 p.m.  Astronomical twilight ends at 9:08 

p.m. The Moon sets at 6:34 and 7:17 p.m., respectively. 

-- Future Weekend Observing Opportunities: Oct. 5th and 6th; 30th and 31st. (Note: Oct. 6th is the date of 

the Annual RVAS Picnic and Star Party for our members and their families.) 

 

VIRGINIA ASSOCIATION OF ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETIES (VAAS) CONVENTION: Saturday, Sep-

tember 29th, 9:00 a.m., Randolph-Macon College, Ashland, Va.  Hosted this year by the Richmond As-

tronomical Society. For details visit: http://richastro.org/index.php/vaas-2018/. 

 

ROANOKE CITY PARKS and RECREATION PUBLIC STARGAZE: Saturday, September 1st, 8:30 p.m., 

Cahas Knob Overlook, milepost 139, Blue Ridge Parkway.  Nonmembers must register with Parks & Rec. at 

540-853-2236.  Members can call 540-774-5651 for information.  (Next session: October 6th, 7:45 p.m., 

Cahas Knob Overlook.) 
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